In recent days, the need of biometric security system is heightened for providing safety and security against terrorist attacks, robbery, etc. The demand of biometric system has risen due to its strength, efficiency and easy availability. One of the most effective, highly authenticated and easily adaptable biometric security systems is facial feature recognition. This paper h a s covered almost all the techniques for face recognition approaches. It also covers the relative analysis between all the approaches which are useful in face recognition. Consideration of merits and demerits of all techniques is done and recognition rates of all the techniques are also compared.
INTRODUCTION
In recent advance in computer vision, pattern recognition and image processing, face recognition is one of the most popular research topics. The reason behind this is that among the various biometric security systems based on finger print, iris, voice or speech, signature, etc., face recognition seems to be the most universal, non-intrusive, and accessible system. It is easy to use, can be used efficiently for mass scanning which is quite difficult in case of other biometrics, and also increases user-friendliness in human-computer interaction. Moreover, its wide range of surveillance, access control and law enforcement applications and availability of executable technologies after vigorous research in last few decades has made it gain significant attention. This paper provides the techniques used for face recognition in last few decades, its present scenario, and comparison of these techniques. Finally this paper concludes by proposing the possible future advancements.
ISSUES/CHALLENGES 2.1 Illumination
The variation in illumination changes the appearance of the face drastically as shown in figure 1. It is found that the difference between two images of the same person taken under varying illumination is greater than the difference between the images of two different persons under same illumination.
Pose
Pose variations in an image is also a matter of concern in face recognition as shown in figure 2. The changes in the posture strike a serious problem for the identification of the input image. This is because the available image in the database may have only the frontal view of the face which may differ in pose with the input image and so may result in faulty identification. 
Expressions
The facial expressions also impose problem in identifying the face as shown in figure 3.
Fig.3. Variations in expressions.[103]
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Ageing
With the increasing age, the appearance of a person also changes which affect the face recognition system as shown in figure 4 .
Fig.4. Ageing variations.[104]
Occlusion
The unavailability of the whole input face is also one of the important challenges as shown in figure 5 . This is when some parts of the face are missing for e.g. when an image is captured from a surveillance camera; the face in the image lacks some parts. This is also possible due to glasses, beard, moustache, scarf, etc. Such a problem can severely affect the classification process. 
Low Resolution
The images taken from a surveillance camera generally consists of very small face area and so its resolution is very low i.e. it will be smaller than 16 × 16 pixels. Such a low resolution face image consists of very limited information as most of the details are lost. This can drop down the recognition rate drastically. 
RELATED WORK
Facial recognition has always been a very difficult and challenging task. Its true challenge lies in designing an auto mated system which equals the human ability to recognize faces. But, there is limitation to the human ability when it deals with a large amount of unknown faces. Hence, an automatic computerized system with almost limitless memory and high speed is necessitated.
One of the first researches in this area started in the 1960's by Woodrow W. Bledsoe. Bledsoe along with Helen Chan and Charles Bisson worked on recognition of faces using computer [1] . Later, Bledsoe designed and implemented a semi-automatic system. He mentioned most of the problems which are still faced by the researchers such as variations in illumination, pose, expressions, ageing variations. A. Jay Goldstein, Leon D. Harmon and Ann B. Lesk used the concept of measuring gg features such as ear protrusion, nose length, between-eye distance, etc. to recognize faces using pattern recognition techniques at the Bell Laboratories [2] . Manual computation for measurements was the problem with this method. In 1973, Fischler and Elschanger used local template matching and global measure of fit to measure similar facial features automatically [3] . In the same year, Kanade formulated a fully automated face recognition system. He used an algorithm which extracted sixteen facial features automatically and achieved performance rate of 45-75 % [4] . In 1980's, Mark Nixon introduced geometric measurement for spacing between the eyes [5] . He also worked on automatic gait recognition and was the first to consider ageing in biometrics. Some researchers proposed algorithms which used artificial neural networks. Then after, the technique which proved to be a milestone in facial recognition which used eigenfaces was brought in by L. Sirovich and M. Kirby in 1986 [6] [7] . Their methods were based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and they showed that PCA is an dimensional reduction system that minimizes the mean squared error between the original images and the image can be reconstructed for any given level of compression. The goal of this technique was to reduce the dimensionality of the data while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the dataset. But its performance degraded when it encountered higher changes in illumination and pose. Eigenface approach use Karhonen-Loeve (KL) transform for feature extraction. Kirby and Sirovich used PCA to represent faces [6] [7] which was then extended by Turk and Pentland to recognize faces [8] .In PCA, the data is dealt in its totality without paying attention to its underlying structure whereas in Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Fisherface [9] , the differences between-classes as well as within-classes are considered. Then after, using these scatter matrices, a set of projection vectors is formed to minimize within-class scatter and to maximize between-class scatter.
The LDA technique required computation to a greater extent and so Incremental Linear Discriminant Analysis (ILDA) [10] was formulated. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [11] is the generalization of PCA.Bartlett and Sejnowski showed its use for face recognition. The advantages of ICA are that it considers the higher-order statistics and the vectors determined by ICA are not necessarily orthogonal and therefore the performance rate is increased. Experiments show that this approach works better than PCA under most of the conditions. The Gabor filters are used to extract features from the images using texture component. The feature-based method proposed by Wiskott i.e. Elastic Bunch Graph Model (EBGM) [12] which is based on Gabor wavelets has good performance in general. Moreover, the illumination and pose variation problems are almost eliminated using this approach. The Support Vector Machines (SVM) method is a binary classification method [13] . The Hidden Markov Model for face recognition was first conceptualized by Samaria [14] [27] are also the methods which are implemented for face recognition by different researchers in this area. The 2D images created problems in face recognition due to the changes in illumination, pose and expressions and so 3D face recognition was proposed. The first work based on 3D face data usage for identifying humans was published by Cartoux [28] .
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The input in a PCA based algorithm is a training set, t 1, …, t N of N facial images such that the ensemble mean of the training set is zero i.e. . The principal components features of faces are the eigenfaces or the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of set of training sample images. Normalization of the eigenvectors leads to orthonormality and eigenvectors ordered so that λ i > λ i+1 [29] .
The λ i s are equal to the variance of the projection of the training set onto the i th eigenvector. Thus, the low-order eigenvectors encode the larger variations and the higher-order eigenvectors encode the smaller variations in the training set. Thus, they represent redundant part and hence are excluded. Faces are represented by their projection onto a subset of M ≤ N-1 eigenvectors, which is face space. Each face can be exactly represented by the linear combination of eigenfaces. The "best" eigenvectors that has the largest eigenvalues are used to construct an M-dimensional space. Thus, an image is represented as a point in an M-dimensional face space. This method had correct identification rate of 96%, 85%, 64% [8] . Their database consisted of 2500 images of 16 individuals. This method has an advantage of being simple and fast but its performance degrades with changes in lighting condition, expressions, and poses.
Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA)
This technique is generally supposed to be better than PCA. But this is not true for small training set. In PCA and ICA, the distance between the face weights of same person is greater than the distance between different people. So to rectify this, the fisherfaces method which is based on LDA was proposed which finds vectors that best discriminate between classes of data along with describing the data. Then, a "within-class" scatter matrix and a "between-class" scatter matrix is calculated. LDA creates a set of projection vectors by using these scatter matrices to maximize the between-class measure while simultaneously minimizing the within-class measure [10] .
Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
ICA is the generalization of PCA and in most of the cases outperforms PCA. ICA attempts for a linear transformation to express a set of random variable as linear combinations of statistically independent source variables [28] . PCA lacks information on higher order statistics as it considers only the second order moments and it uncorrelates data, whereas ICA considers the higher order statistics and it identifies the independent source components from their linear mixtures. Thus it provides a more powerful data representation than PCA [31] .
Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC)
Normalized cross correlation is used extensively in applications which require matching parts of image or the whole image. If there are only translation or small rotation and scale changes between the two images traditional matching methods based on normalized cross-correlation can easily handle the situation.
Normalize cross correlation (NCC) can be defined by,
The equation can be defined cross-correlation of a template, f(x ,y) with a subimage g(x ,y) where n is number of pixels for both images, fm and gm are mean of image f and g, σ f and σ g are standard deviation of images f and g.
RECENT APPROACHES
As considered in traditional methods there are so many problems that would occur in face recognition such as dimensionality, pose variation, change in illumination, etc. So there are some recent approaches that may solve these kinds of problems at some extent, which are explained below.
Gabor Image Representation
It increases dimensionality by incorporating Gabor filters with different scales and orientations, is characterized by spatial frequency, spatial locality, and orientational selectivity for coping with image variability such as illumination variations [25] . This method is fast and robust. It represents the adapted version of original Viola-Jones face detector [32] . It gives better accuracy .Even expression recognition can be achieved by a novel local Gabor filter bank. It depends on frequency and orientation parameters [33] .It is basically a feature extraction method but its recent approaches used with PCA and LDA are also use for feature matching. In this method the recent work is carried out by Jamie Cook, VinodChandran, Shridhhashridharan and Clinton Fookes in the year of 2005.
Discrete Cosine Transform
DCT [34] decompose image in to summation of different cosine function having different frequencies. DCT concentrate energy at upper left corner and also provide reduce in data reduction. Jing Shao [35] has presented new algorithm which combine advantage of DCT and LDA for face recognition. DCT features coefficients are extracted from face training face images and LDA applied for further dimension reduction. Ziad M Hafed [36] has proposed DCT based face recognition scheme. By extracting DCT coefficient from test image preprocessing task are applied for making it suitable for illumination and facial geometry invariant. DCT based FR Hexagonal: Azam, M. [37] has presented test image in to hexagonal image then converting it in to logarithmic space. Feeding it to DCT for extracting features and matching of feature is done by ANN. It is costlier than other methods. RandaAtta [38] have decompose image in to approximations sub bands using DCT. This method results in to dimensionality reduction hence consumes low memory requirement as well giving efficient recognition rate. Statistical features are calculated from sub bands of DCT of image which are used for classification of image.
Kernel Fisher Analysis [multi-class]
The KFA method first performs nonlinear mapping from the input space to a high-dimensional feature space, and then implements the multiclass Fisher discriminant analysis in the feature space. The advantage of the KFA [25] method is that it increases the discriminating power of the, which is linear in the feature space but nonlinear in the input space. Liang and Shi [39] developed a kernel uncorrelated discriminant vectors technique which describes that this method works quite same as the GDA method. The difference between KFA [25] method from other is that it extends the two-class kernel Fisher methods [40] , [41] 
Enhanced Side-face image [ESFI]
It is a Video-Based technique. In this method a higher resolution image compared with the image directly obtained from a single video frame, is constructed, which integrates face information from multiple video frames [45] .It works for side faces [46] so it can improve the pose variation problem. This is one of the most recent approaches for face recognition which has been proposed by Xiaoli Zhou and BirBhanu in the year of 2008.The latest work done in this direction is carried out by Brad Reed in the year of 2012.
Frontal View-Face (VFF) approach
In this method, author has applied the generic 3-D facial model in computer graphics into face recognition application. Since 3Dmodel approach [47] is quite expensive, frontal view face approach can be used which was suggested by Pentland et al. [48] .Also Beymeret al. [49] , [50] suggested to construct a "virtual-view" for recognition based on the theory that any two-dimensional(2-D) views of a face can be represented by a linear combination of the other 2-D views [51] .Then after Osunaet al. presented an SVM-based approach for frontal view face detection [52] . [53] . Combination of image wrapping and shape from shading generates virtual viewsand this approach is proposed by Zhao and Chellappa [54] . This approach is used for authentication of face images and recognition is also done by this method. Recognition based on VFF images is the most Efficient and Reliable. In fact, most of the existing face recognition algorithms such as eigenface [48] , Jet can be applied to recognize the virtual frontal-view images. Only the disadvantage of this method is that it is based on computer graphics so it is little complex. It is a memory based technique [55] . This information is given by the author G. C. Feng and Pong C. Yuen in the year of 2000.
Optical Flow-based approach
It uses integrated face recognition system that is robust against facial expressions by combining information from the computed intrapersonal optical flow and the synthesized face image in a probabilistic framework [53] .It is a 2-D expression-invariant face recognition system based on integrating the optical flow information and image synthesis. It requires only one neutral image. The proposed algorithm combines the face image comparison and optical flow prior information in a probabilistic MAP framework. Good Recognition accuracy is achieved for expressional faces. But it gives the demerit of high cost [53] . It takes only one of Syn operator in our previous work [56] and now there is no need of image synthesis in the weighted optical flow algorithm [57] .
Fractional Power polynomials method
It improves performance of the proposed pattern recognition framework. Experiments on face recognition using both the FERET database and the FRGC (Face Recognition Grand Challenge) databases show the feasibility of the proposed framework [25] .Here the advantage of applying the nonlinear mapping is that it increases the discriminating ability of a pattern classifier [58] .
A 3D Facial Aging Model and Simulation Method
As we know accuracy of face recognition is also dependent on the Age-Variation of the humans [59] . Ling et al. [60] has provided that as the person is getting older the features of the face also changes which will affect the accuracy of recognition. It is used to compensate for the age variations to improve the face recognition performance. The aging modeling technique accepts view invariant 3D faces which is provided by 2D images [61] . Here this approach is quite robust against pose variation and illumination problems due to 2D to 3D domain. For ages under 19,we rescale the overall size of 3D shapes according to the average head width found in [62] .The use of 3D model provides more powerful modeling capability than 2D age modeling proposed earlier because the change in human face configuration occurs in 3Ddomain. This method is capable of handling both growth (developmental) and adult face aging effects. A 2D Method is not that efficient as 3D Method. Age estimation is crucial if a fully automatic age-invariant face recognition system is needed. Nixon and Galassi [63] had worked on this method in which it contains collection of photos of four sisters taken at the time span of every 33 years. This method is carried out by Unsang Park, Yiying Tong, and Anil K. Jain in 2010 and improvised in 2012.
Gait Energy Image (GEI)
In this Method a spatio-temporal compact representation of gait in video, is used to characterize human-walking properties which can be approximated by frequency [64] . The fusion of side-face and gait biometrics is done at the match score level by obtaining synthetic match scores and using different fusion schemes. It has good Performance Rate and Recognition Rate.GEI is affected by the shape of human body to some extent [45] .It is sensitive to noise as well as facial expressions because the side face contains less information compared with the frontal face. Features of face and gate can be obtained by using PCA [8] with the help of ESFI and GEI [45] respectively [65] .Little and Boyd [49] describe the shape of the human motion with scaleindependent features from moments of the dense optical flow, and recognize individuals by phase vectors estimated from the feature sequences. Sundaresanet al. [66] suggested a hiddenMarkov models-based framework for individual recognition by gait. Huang et al. [67] extend the template matching method to gait recognition. Tao et al. [68] introduce a set of Gabor-based human-gait appearance models and propose a general tensor discriminant analysis (GTDA) to solve the carrying status in gait recognition.
3-D Morphable Model
The 
Local Feature Analysis (LFA)
Local feature analysis is described object using statistical measure which is derived from local features and their positions. LFA define locally geographic representations of face in terms of face feature points. Face feature points or fiducial points can be eyes, nose, eyebrow, chine and lips etc.
Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM)
EBGM is a feature-based face recognition method. By manual interaction, some of the features are selected on face. Based on this features, a bunch graph is produced. Node of the bunch graph represent facial landmark. Displacement between test image features and closest train image features is measured by comparing it to all test images and by finding closest measure within it. Face graph is calculated for each test image and train image by extracting landmark features from face. The graph contains location of node and value of those nodes of graph which is created from facial landmark feature.
Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA)
Techniques of kernel methods are used as an extension of PCA known as KPCA which was proposed by Scholkopf [23] .It is able to extract the non-linear features from the image. Using kernel methods, linear PCA exhibit non-linear characteristic i.e. non-linear mapping of data. [73] .
Correlation Filters
To overcome the problems regarding MSF synthetic discriminant function (SDF) filter is proposed by Hester and Casasent et al [74] . SDF is linear combination of MSF and weights are chosen such that for training images peak values get as pre-specified value and for test image it should be one so it's also called equal correlation peak (ECP) SDF filter. But in this technique at correlation output main lobe with so many side lobs acquired.
A. Mahalanobis et al [75] proposed side lobs reduction technique unaffected to main lob. Minimum Average Correlation Energy (MACE) filter is proposed and on account of that resultant correlation output has maximum output respected with training image and all side lobs related with misclassification minimize. For highly secure authentication Peak to Side Lobe Ration (PSR) [76] is found.
PSR
peak mean
  
For authentic image PSR should be high compare to nonauthentic images. PSR is also invariant to constant illumination changes [34] .
B. V. K. Vijaya Kumar et al [77] proposed biometric system considering face, fingerprint, and iris based on advance correlation filter. Same author has proposed in [78] more highly secure biometric system based on correlation filter. In that user enter the PIN number and base on that PIN number random kernel generated. Training images are convolved with random kernel which is used to generate single biometric filter and finally Peak to Side Lobe Ration (PSR) is found from convolution output which is used to authentic person in camera.
Above algorithm based on Correlation filters are working on still to still face recognition system but ChunyanXie et al [79] have proposed still to video face recognition based on correlation filter. Proposed system considered mainly three part cropping face image from series of training images, establishing multiple correlation filter from each cropped face image which derive part of manifest from each image. Finally, all manifest are summarized and build score for authentication.
Laplacian Faces
The earlier methods which used Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces algorithms used linear projection to subspace preserving the global structure of the face. On the other hand, the Laplacianfaces [80] method uses optimal linear approximations to the eigenfunctions of Laplace-Beltrami operator preserving the local structure of the face. The unwanted variations resulting from the changes in the illumination, facial expressions, and pose can be reduced or eliminated in this manner. The error rate of this approach is less than that of Eigenface approach and Fisherface approach.
Active Shape Model (ASM)
Active Shape Model is based on PCA technique and represents shape variations and synthesizes novel shapes similar to those in a training set [81] .The advantage of this model is that the instances of models can only deform in ways found in a training set [82] , which is suitable for the representation of deformable objects such as face.
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Active Appearance Model (AAM)
Shape information is not sufficient for complete image representation as in the case with ASM. AAM not only seeks to match the position of the model points, but also match the representation of the texture over the object i.e. it represents the shape and texture variations of the training set and correlations between them [20] .It is demonstrated that AAM is extraordinarily fast for head tracking. AAM can accurately tell the face motion in real time. An alternative to AAM is the direct appearance model which uses the texture information to linearly predict the shape [83] .
CLASSIFIER METHODS
After the feature extraction process, the next step is to classify images. For this, we need classifier techniques. At times, two or more classifier methods are combined for improving results.
SVM
The Support Vector Machines (SVM) method views the problem in difference space. This method was formulated to solve two-class face recognition problem. The classes are: dissimilarities between images of the same person and the dissimilarities between images of different persons [13] . These classes are the input to a SVM algorithm. A decision surface is found for pattern recognition between the two classes that has maximum distance to the closest points in the training set which are called support vectors. The two classes are separated by a hyperplane such that the distance to the support vectors is maximized. SVM is basically a binary classification method and to apply it to multi-class face recognition problem, combination of SVMs is to be used. But as the classes in face recognition is generally very large, large number of SVMs has to be used and hence, the Bayesian SVM method [80] was developed. The Bayesian method converts the multi-class face recognition problem to two-class problem effectively and so SVM can be used directly.
HMM
HMMs are used for stochastic modeling of time varying signals. In face recognition, the HMM method is based on approximating the blocks taken from the face image with a chain of states of a stochastic model.HMM consists of two interrelated processes: (1) an underlying, unobservable Markov chain with a finite number of states, a state transition probability matrix and an initial state probability distribution and (2) a set of probability density functions associated with each state. In case of pseudo 2D HMM, the image blocks are extracted by scanning the face from top to bottom, left to right with an overlap both in vertical and horizontal direction. Pixel intensities are susceptible to illumination changes and other variations. The 2D Direct Cosine Transform attenuates these distorting effects which improves the performance. For the recognition, the Baum-Welch algorithm is used for training of each class. Given the class model, the class that gives the highest value for the probability of the observation sequence of the testing image, is regarded as the probable identity of the testing face. HMM computations converge speedily which makes it practical for real time applications. This method is generally used along with other algorithms for face detection.
Neural Networks
Neural networks are algorithms which are inspired by the types of computational structures found in the brain, enabling computers to learn from experience. Such networks incorporate processing elements known as "units", which are analogous to neurons. These are sorted as input units, hidden units, and output units. One unit connected to another implies that activity of one unit directly influences the activity of the other; the tendency of activity in one unit to induce or inhibit activity in the other is called the "weight" of the connection between these units. Networks learn by modifying these connection strengths or "weights". 
SOM
It is also known as Kohonen's SOM. This is the type of single layer Nueral network which follow unsupervised learning and reduce dimensionality data need to be classify. Selforganization capacity in [88] approach is proposed based on SOM which mapped image samples in to a topological space in which input mapping is same for original and output space. So, it encapsulates dimensional reduction as well unvarying to minor changes in image sample. Victor emilNeagoe [89] has presented concurrent SOM for face recognition. Concurrent SOM is assembling of small SOM in which each SOM is developed individually for efficient and good result for one class [90] . A.S.Raja has proposed face recognition algorithm based on SOM following supervised learning approach. Gregoire Lefebvre and Christophe Garcia [91] have aimed probabilistic approach for face recognition. Local feature is extracted from Region of interest then feed in to SOM Nueral Network then face recognition is executed using probabilistic approach.
Probabilistic Reasoning Model (PRM)
It is based on Bayesian classifier which assumes that the covariance matrix is diagonal [92] .
Naive Bayesian Classifier
Bayesian classifier is a statistical classifier based on Bayes theorem. It divides the difference vectors between pairs of face images into two classes: one representing intrapersonal differences (i.e. differences in a pair of images representing the same person) and extra-personal differences [93] .
Comparative analysis
The comparative analyses of the different approaches which are used for face recognition have been shown in fig.7 . 
FUTURE EXTENSION
Face recognition is taking place in many sectors nowadays because it works well under constrained conditions. But there can be many advances in this direction because there are vast scopes of improvement and development.
As considered above, all current face recognition the algorithms fail under the vastly varying condition under which humans need to and able to identify other people. So, future work can be done in the direction that people can recognize the images in 'Real-Time' in less constrained condition. Almost all traditional and recent methods of face recognition are facing the problems such as change in illumination, pose variation, and change in expressions, aging factors and alignment. So, one of the promising future in face recognition approach is 'Enhancement' so as it will be applicable to even low resolution conditions. There may be advances in the direction of natural environment. But in future we can work with 'Smart Environment' which allows low power consumption, small size and can be easily integrated. Even a good quality model of each face built at enrollment time can be achieved. Here a single query image is to be compared with detailed model for each enrolled faces. So the future work can be done for 3D model to 2D query face.
High resolution can improve the accuracy rate for face recognition. So the improvements can be done. For this one of the approaches is 'facial feature localization' which gives better alignment. Another approach is to use skin markings such as unique identifiers and 3D sensors. Now, researchers are beginning to demonstrate that obstructive audio-video based person identification system can achieve high recognition rate without requiring user to be in highly controlled environment.
